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President Biden has been a proponent of bringing back forces even when he was
the Vice President during the Obama administration and his top goal after coming
into office remained the same – to bring back American troops from Afghanistan –
the longest war in US history as he called it. The decision came under criticism after
haphazard evacuations and the deadly blast that ripped through Kabul airport
leaving 13 US service members and 169 civilians dead. 1 The US responded by a
‘defensive airstrike’ through a drone, killing 10 members of one family including
seven children2 garnering increased disapproval at home.
The US Congress echoed with a collective and bipartisan outcry over Biden’s administration’s
handling of the US withdrawal from Afghanistan and the swift takeover of Kabul by the Taliban.3 The
withdrawal of American troops came under Congressional criticism in the US not only because of the
decision but also because of the hasty manner with which it took place. The withdrawal and its
execution also gave rise to a collective sense of failure at the level of the highest policy circles in
Washington including its intelligencia.
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The US Congress reflected a sense of shared criticism – Republicans criticized the overall White
House’s actions, while the Democrats criticized the haphazard manner of the withdrawal.4 Scathing
criticism came from congressional Democrats, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chair, Bob
Menendez, in particular, who demanded “a full accounting” of the administration’s “flawed
execution of the US withdrawal.”5 Moreover, a bipartisan group of 47 US senators including Robert
Menendez, Jeanne Shaheen, Patrick Leahy, Charles E. Schumer, Richard J. Durbin, Jack Reed and
three Republican senators Bill Cassidy, Lisa Murkowski and Jim Inhofe in a letter to President Biden
urged to address issues of immediate concerns including to ramp up efforts to evacuate at-risk
Afghans and create a humanitarian parole category specifically for women in Afghanistan.6 In a
similar attempt, two bipartisan senators, Democrat Amy Klobuchar and Republican Mitt Romney in a
letter to Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, and Homeland Security Secretary, Alejandro Mayorkas,
urged to aid and resettle the Afghan journalists who assisted US media personnel.7
In the aftermath of withdrawal, Congress echoed with voices of concern and criticism. Senator Tom
Carper, member of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, criticized
the manner of withdrawal and said that the withdrawal of US troops should have been carefully
planned to prevent violence and instability; Senator Jeanne Shaheen, member of the Senate Armed
Services and Foreign Relations committees, called for an immediate expansion of the refugee
programme for Afghan women seeking asylum and said that the images of Afghan civilians at the
airport pleading to be evacuated are “seared into our minds;” Senator Mitch McConnell, minority
leader, called the exit from Afghanistan a “shameful failure of American leadership;” Kevin
McCarthy, called out on President Biden's poor judgment as the result of the worst possible
outcome in Afghanistan; Ben Sasse, member of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, called
the events in Afghanistan an “unmitigated disaster;” Mark Kelly, member of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, criticized US and its failure to prepare for a scenario unfolding in Afghanistan;
Steve Chabot, member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee called the administration’s actions a
“travesty” and that history is repeating itself; Michael McCaul, top Republican on the House Foreign
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Affairs Committee, called the situation in Afghanistan as a nightmare and an unmitigated disaster of
epic proportions.8
The US role in Afghanistan is widely seen as a failure along the political spectrum in Washington.
According to a Pew Research Center poll,9 there is a bipartisan backlash to how Biden handled the
withdrawal from Afghanistan.

Source: Pew Research Center

Along with many Democrats and Republicans, the majority of the Independents question and
disapprove of Biden’s Afghanistan withdrawal strategy and his overall performance. Around 71 per
cent of Independents disapproved of Biden’s handling of the withdrawal along with his handling of
foreign policy in general.10
Backlash to the hasty and unplanned withdrawal by the Biden administration was also met at the
public level that remained highly critical of the administration’s handling of the situation according
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to a poll carried out by the Pew Research Centre.11 About a quarter of the American population was
of the view that the administration did a good job; while a vast majority believed that it did a poor
job.
Regardless of the backlash, President Biden defended his decision of withdrawal. He rejected the
criticism and hailed the withdrawal as an “extraordinary success” declaring an end to an era in which
the US used military power “to remake other countries.”12 He broke his silence amid the chaos in
Afghanistan as the Taliban took over Kabul and after the collective backlash by the US Congress.
Taking to the TV he expressed no regrets regarding his decision and stressed that he stood behind
the decision sighting that there was never a good time of withdrawal of troops,13 and blamed the
Taliban takeover on political leaders in Afghanistan and its military.14

Source: Pew Research Center
On the question of the overall success of the US mission in Afghanistan, there remained an
overwhelming agreement among both Democrats and the Republicans that the US did not meet any
success in Afghanistan and the Afghan mission was a failure and not a success. According to the Pew
poll, 70 per cent of Republicans and leaning Republicans believe America’s involvement in the
country was a failure; the same view was shared by 69 per cent of Democrats and leaning
Democratic.
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Furthermore, criticism was also raised on the motivation behind the haphazard manner of
withdrawal. Many believed that President Biden – through the troop’s withdrawal – tried to score
political points before the 20th anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks on the World
Trade Centre. Polls carried out by Hill HarrisX suggested that about 51 per cent of registered voters
across the country believed that the move was politically motivated, while 49 per cent believed
otherwise.15

Source: The Hill

The speed with which Kabul fell to the Taliban was unprecedented, an event for which Washington
was ill-prepared making the criticism and outrage on both sides of the aisle bipartisan. The Congress
echoed with demands to know why the US was not better prepared for the aftermath and the
reasons for its policy failures. Moreover, with the Taliban now in control, most Americans including
Senator Lindsy Graham believe that Afghanistan now potentially poses a greater security threat to
the US.16 Many Democrats including Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman, Jack Reed, have
pointed finger at the Biden administration’s failures of intelligence, diplomacy, and ill-planned
military transition from Afghanistan.17
The Congress called for briefings by the Biden administration “Gang of Eight”18 - top four
congressional leaders and top members of the House and Senate Intelligence Committees - the
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highest-level officials in the Biden administration. Secretary of State Anthony Blinken was the first
official to testify and defend President Joe Biden’s decision to pull out and pushed back on
accusations that the State Department should have done more to help Americans and at-risk
Afghans to be evacuated, blaming the previous administration for lacking a plan.19 Testifying before
the Congress, Blinken in some measure blamed Pakistan for having a multiplicity of interests in
Kabul, some that are in conflict with the US and accused Islamabad of hedging its bets, and
harboring members of the Taliban.20
The US remains in a difficult balancing act after the fall-out of the events in Afghanistan. In order to
shake the blame, the US in a desperate attempt blamed Pakistan and used it as a scapegoat.
Pakistan showed its strong dismay to the US and reiterated its support to the US for negotiations in
Kabul as well as on counterterrorism efforts and underlined its position that Islamabad would
remain closely engaged with the US and other international partners in promoting efforts in support
of a peaceful and stable Afghanistan.21
Moreover, Pakistan has been at the forefront of engagement on Afghanistan post-withdrawal on
multiple levels including bilateral, regional, and global levels. Pakistan has maintained proactive
humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan by sending relief goods and medical supplies; it welcomed
the high-level meeting convened by the UN in Geneva eek to mobilize urgent humanitarian
assistance for Afghanistan where Pakistan was represented by the Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi as well as continue to emphasize that sustained, constructive engagement of the
international community as imperative to avoid a humanitarian crisis and help ensure durable peace
and stability in Afghanistan.22
The decision of withdrawal remains as haphazard as the decision to begin the war 20 years ago as
both decisions stand more on emotional grounds aimed at satisfying the collective political and
psychological need for revenge in the first case and a political legacy in the latter. Furthermore, the
flawed US exit from Afghanistan is not a failure of one presidency but a collective failure of four
presidencies’ beginning with George W. Bush’s invasion of Afghanistan. The Afghan war from the
beginning has remained a victim to ill-planned strategic considerations and continuous policy
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disjuncture between the ground realities in Afghanistan and what the successive US governments
have been saying about it. The withdrawal of US troops while is a historic step that the previous US
administrations failed to take regardless of their promises; it has indeed left a big question mark on
the ill-preparedness of the US at every level including wrong assessment of a rapid withdrawal. It has
also raised flags on the misjudgment and miscalculation of the US intelligence community of the
evaluation of the resurgence of the power of the Taliban in a post-exit scenario and the swift
manner they took over the Afghan capital. With the withdrawal, the basic premise of the beginning
of the war has become its biggest criticism. The Taliban remain in power even after 20 years without
any loss in sympathy and political power.
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